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The perspective Taylor develops throughout the book, and the basis for here title, 

comes from the work of the Lutheran biblical scholar Krister Stendahl (a former 

dean of Harvard Divinity School). He suggested three guidelines for religious 

dialogue and understanding: 

1. When trying to understand another religion, you should ask the adherents of that 

religion and not its enemies. 

2. Don’t compare your best to their worst. 

3. Leave room for holy envy. 

 

“In the eyes of God we are all minorities. That’s a rude awakening for many 

Christians, who have never come to grips with pluralism in the world.”—Krister 

Stendahl 

 

“If God isn’t partial to Christianity, then what am I doing here?” In reflecting on 

this question, Taylor writes, “I wish ordinary Christians took exams, so I could put 

that question on the final. As natural as it may be to want to play on the winning 

team, the wish to secure divine favoritism strikes me as the worst possible reason 

to practice a religion.” 

 

In describing her own holy envy, Taylor writes, “My spiritual covetousness 

extended to the inclusiveness of Hinduism, the nonviolence of Buddhism, the 

prayer life of Islam, and the sacred debate of Judaism. Of course, this list displays 

all the symptoms of my condition. It is simplistic, idealistic, overgeneralized, and 

full of my own projections. It tells you as much about what I find wanting in my 

own tradition as it does about what I find desirable in another.” 

 

Taylor writes that her unit on Judaism brought the most embarrassment to her 

regarding her own faith. She had to acknowledge all the horrible ways the Church 

persecuted the Jews down through history, even accusing them of being god 

killers. She tells of her own coming to terms with the ways in which she used 

language and maintained views that implied contempt when speaking of Judaism. 

She tells of a letter from a Jewish psychiatrist who had been reading her sermons. 

While he found much to appreciate, he also and pointed out that she was still using 

the “language of contempt” for Judaism when she suggested the Judaism had been 

“replaced” by Christianity. This idea is known as supersessionism or replacement 

theology. 



In this regard, Christians can benefit from examining some of the common 

stereotypes that denigrate the Jewish tradition in relation to Christianity. An honest 

reading Law and the Prophets corrects ideas about the deity in the Old Testament 

being violent and the God of the New being loving and gentle. It also makes it 

impossible to base the difference between the New Testament and the Hebrew 

Bible on a contrast of law and love. It is important to remember that Jesus is 

Jewish and stands firmly in the Jewish tradition. His teaching affirms that tradition 

and seeks to extend it for his followers. 

 

Taylor expresses holy envy for many Jewish practices, especially for the Jewish 

observance of the Sabbath. She also appreciates the acknowledgement that God’s 

covenant with Noah offers a universal promise to all the nations. 

 

She wonders, why the teaching of Jesus became, by the end of the first century, a 

religion about him. 

 

Questions for Discussion 
 

Taylor laments the Christian doctrine of original sin, saying, “It drops the bar on 

being human so low that you have to wonder why we don’t all just stay in bed” 

(p. 74). At the same time, many Christians embrace this doctrine because it makes 

clear that humans cannot work their way to salvation, but must accept salvation as 

a gift of sheer grace. How important is original sin to your understanding of faith? 

 

Rather than see religions as competing for the one and only place of truth, Taylor 

presents a view where “absolute truth moves to the center of the system, leaving 

people of good faith with meaningful perceptions of that truth from their own 

orbits” (p. 78). She also shares the metaphor of religions as different rivers having 

the same heavenly source. How do you respond to these images and why? 

 

A Jewish psychiatrist writes Taylor about the latent “language of contempt” he has 

found in her published sermons (p. 87), in which she reinforces the idea that God’s 

covenant with Abraham has been supplanted by a new covenant with Christ. Is that 

idea new or old to you? How might a compelling challenge to that idea change 

your reading of the New Testament? 

 

Taylor contrasts the Christian emphasis on right religious belief with the Jewish 

emphasis on right religious practice. What is your answer to the question on 

page 95, “How does being Christian change the way you live?” 

 


